Math Drill Cards

Elementary students who are blind and visually impaired can quickly and easily learn their math facts with these Math Drill Cards!

These handy braille/large print cards reinforce math skills, and are available in both Nemeth and UEB code. Sold in five separate sets, the cards in the Number and Math Signs set feature a math sign or number sign (in braille and large print) on one side of the card, and braille on the opposite side. The Math Operations Cards include a math fact on one side of the card, and the fact with the answer featured on the opposite side.

Note: The Nemeth and UEB sets are sold separately. Some assembly required. These cards can also be used with the Card Chart Kit, 1-03550-00.

TO ORDER

Math Drill Cards (Nemeth sets):
  Number & Math Signs 1-03551-00
  Addition 1-03552-00
  Subtraction 1-03553-00
  Multiplication 1-03554-00
  Division 1-03555-00

Math Drill Cards (UEB sets):
  Number & Math Signs 1-03545-00
  Addition 1-03546-00
  Subtraction 1-03547-00
  Multiplication 1-03548-00
  Division 1-03549-00

Please visit aph.org to order, to learn more about this product, or to find related products.
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